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THE MORAL I MPLICATIONS OF THE AESTHETIC EXPERIENCE 
INTRODUCTION 
A. Statement of the Problem. 
Two of the major fields within the province of philosophy 
are ethics, "the normative science of morals or conduct,"1 and 
aesthetics, the science of "the theory of the beautiful."2 The 
problem of this thesis is to examine the field of aesthetics, 
in particular, the aesthetic experience with a purpose of find-
ing its moral values. The fact that the general content of 
aesthetics is variously defined and the term "aesthetic expe-
rience" is loosely used, makes the subject matter somewhat dif-
ficult to grasp. Yet the problem of aesthetics persists in the 
history of philosophy. It has attracted the attention of phi-
losophers from Socrates to the present time. Much has been 
written on the place of the beautiful as a necessary factor in 
human life. The problem of the relation of aesthetics to mor-
ala has been loosely and fragmentarily treated, usually with 
the implication that there is a definite correlation between 
these two fields of human experience. Yet in so far as the 
writer is able to determine, this problem has not been satis-
factorily treated. It will be the purpose of this thesis to 
1. Brightman, ITP, 385. 
2. Flaccus, SSA, 3 • 
survey the problem and to state the moral benefits of the aes-
thetic experience. 
B. Method of the Thesis. 
The thesis will be divided into five sections. The first 
will deal with aesthetics and the modern temper. The second 
will define the terms "aesthetics" and "moral implications." 
The third will deal with the instrumental implications of aes-
thetics for morals. The method used here will be empirical and 
psychological. The fourth will deal with the aesthetic experi-
ence as intrinsic value. These considerations will be theoret-
ical and metaphysical. The fifth section will treat the impli-




AESTHETICS AND THE MODERN TEMPER 
A. Aesthetics Has Been Considered Relatively Unimportant. 
The aesthetic interest is not dominant in the lives of the 
American people today because it is non-practical and ministers 
to the more subtle shades of man's temperament. The immediate 
interests of daily living have forced themselves so persistent-
ly and obstinately into the focus of man's attention that the 
aesthetic and spiritual interests have been neglected when not 
entirely omitted. Disregarded, many misconceptions have aris-
en in the popular mind about art and beauty. Five general fac-
tors may be cited to account for this laxity of aesthetic ap-
preciation in our own country today. 
1. An Old Puritanism. - In the first place, the cultural 
top-soil of American life had its beginning in a Puritan civi-
lization. In it·self Puritanism brought forth a rigid code of 
discipline, which when followed gave an individual control over 
himself and produced great moral values. But discipline is es-
sentially negative, for it cuts down activity by shaping the 
channels in which the river of life is to move. Over-emphasis 
on discipline brought about a narrowing of life for the Puri-
l tans who omitted the cultural values of the aesthetic such as 
painting, music, and dancing, to which they ascribed superficiaJ 
significance. They warped their lives by seeking one value at 
the cost of many others. Matthew Arnold says, "they (Puritans) 
have developed one side of their humanity at the expense of all 
others, and have become incomplete and mutilated men in conse-
quence." 1 To be sure they developed what Arnold calls the 
.. strictness of conscience" but they were lacking in the .. spon-
taneity of conscience." Strictness had its origin in the He-
brew practice of obeying the letter of the law. It narrowed 
life, made it the mechanical, negative complex system against 
which the great apostle finally rebelled on the road to Damas-
cus, to exchange it for the simple, positive ideal of Chris-
tianity. It is this Hebrew practice which found spiritual kin-
ship with Puritanism in England and thence migrated to the 
shores of America with the Pilgrim fathers, giving this country 
the heritage of a stern and simple life. Clothes, language, 
architecture were chaste and plain. Decoration, embellishment, 
or finery of any kind were looked upon as sin. The residue of 
these b eliefs is still with us in some quarters. "The Puritan 
was intensely preoccupied with moral issues, and, as a result 
of the Puritan tradition many have neglected and stunted the 
artistic sides of their nature." 2 
2. A New Hedonism. - Added to this barren background there 
has been increasingly injected into our national life a factor 
which has prevented the appreciation of the beautiful. This is 
1. Arnold, CA, 9. 
2. Hastings, ERE, 514 b. 
2. 
hedonism. It is not new but it has had an increasing accent 
largely because of the growing diversity in which the interest 
may be served. Its culmination has been reached to date in the 
post-war period which James Truslow Adams has characterized as 
the "Mad Decade," where with an abundance of material goods, 
pleasure seeking became rife. The World war, like all wars, 
had a steam-rolling effect on all values and so shattered for 
many people their poise and perspective that impulse became the 
controlling factor in life. Characteristics of this life have 
speed, grossness, and complexity. Aesthetic interests demand 
time, poise, subtlety, and simplicity. When the emotions have 
been blunted by dissipation, sensitiveness to the more delicate 
shades of feeling becomes impossible. When the pace of life is 
so quickened that the individual responds only to the immediate 
demands, without poise and perspective, there is no time for 
the appreciation and study of the beautiful. Hedonism and aes-
thetics have little common ground and hedonism is the practical 
ruling ethics of the day. 
3. Specialization. - Two chief sets of facts have deter-
· mined t~e necessity of specialization in the world of today. 
The first, and most immediate, is economic necessity. In order 
to achieve and sustain economic security a man must be able to 
demonstrate his worth to the business for which he is working. 
Modern business is not sentimental, nor does it care for its 
I employees. In theory, a man to keep his position must demon-
! 
strata his ability to do his particular job better than anyone 
else. Specialization in one field is demanded. From economic 
necessity he must be able to know more about, or execute better 
one particular task, however narrow in scope, than any other 
available man. 
During the last few years science h a s opened up fields of 
knowledge with such wide horizons that from a strictly logical 
point of view man can explore but a small area for his study. 
His research may be comprehensive with a consequent shallow-
ness, or it may be intensive in a narrow field. Astronomy is 
one of the natural sciences. The study of astronomy covers the 
whole of the universe in which Jeans estimates "the total num-
ber of stars in the universe is probably something like the to-
tal number of grains of sand on all the sea-shores of the 
world." 3 Our sun is one of those stars. At the Mount Wilson 
Observatory "half a dozen men of the Observatory staff spend 
their entire lives studying the sun." 4 It is impossible for 
men to cover very great realms of thought when the dimensions 
of the subjects are so great. 
The resultant specialization may have two notable effects. 
In the first place it may be that such qualitative study will 
give to an individual the depth of life to which his soul as-
pires. It may that in the concentrated study of the fragment 
man may find his true destiny. Naturalism, with its emphasis 
upon analysis, affirms this notion. In the segment it finds 
3. Jeans, MU, 1. 
4. Morris Markey, McCalls, Dec. 1933, "Celestial Excursions." 
4. 
the real, the true, the ultimate. On the other hand, special-
ization on one particular task may so polarize life that it 
becomes overweighted at one point. Then, according to the tem-
perament and ability of the person involved, and the depth of 
his interest in ~is major field, he becomes ignorant of the 
other fields of knowledge which might contribute toward his 
general well-being and efficiency. A person can become so 
physically fatigued by exertion to meet his economic needs that 
other interests are stifled because there is neither the im-
pulse nor the time for them to take root. It may be that with 
attention restricted, as for example when the astronomer gives 
a life to the study of the sun, other interests are eliminated 
and again there i.s neither time nor desire to broaden the 
sphere of activity. Many values choerently related give man a 
keener and more satisfactory understanding of his life and min-
ister to the enjoyment of it. 
It is the cultural values of aesthetics, painting, music, 
poetry, and literature, which the highly specialized life elim-
inates from selection because their values are remote and sub-
tle. The barrenness of such a life, however, presents "alms-
house physiognomy" to the sensitive person who sees all the 
values of life in their interrelations. 
4. ALuxury : of ~ the Few.- Because art interest has re-
sided with the comparatively few who by fortune or consuming 
interest, have had the time to give and the money to pay for 
admission to recitals, exhibitions, and concerts, or for 
5. 
travel by which they might see the great masterpieces, it has 
j been commonly conceived that aesthetic interest is aristocratic 
a special privilege to be enjoyed by the few. Evidence indi-
cates that such a conception is largely true as far as the ma-
terial possession of the objects d'art arec oncerned. It is 
the privileged who travel, the architecture and decoration of 
whose homes is aesthetically pleasing, who are able to procure 
admission to the recitals, concerts, and operas, and in whose 
homes the great private collections of paintings and other 
works of art reside. The services of the great artists are of 
economic value and works of art long recognized as masterpieces 
are literally priceless. 
Fortunately however, this is but one aspect of the situ-
ation. It is true that if a person has the desire deep enough 
in his heart for aesthetic appreciation he may find an outlet 
for it. In the large cities there are great public galleries 
into which anyone may at certain times gain free admission. 
Few are so poor that they cannot get to some spot where they 
may appreciate the beauties of nature. Concerts are given free 
in the open air in summer and in the public buildings in winter 
and a vast field lies open to those who with careful discrim-
ination may use the radio and moving pictures. 
Talent for creative art work finds no class line, except 
that it rarely comes to a person whose life has been clothed 
so largely in luxury that there has been no dealing with the 
problems of life out of which the significant works of art are 
reat creative eniuses of the ast have 
6. 
been poor a nd remained poor all their lives. "Most of the best 
art has been produced by poor men who never dreamed of the 
g. prices t hat would be paid for their work after they were dead." 
The human race has a faculty for honoring men after t h ey die, 
which does not solve their own economic problems while they 
live. This is especially true of artists. Canvasses of great 
intrinsic worth have been sold for a widow's mite, with hardly 
enough to keep the artist in materials. Today competition is 
l
· so keen that only those who reach the top are able to support 
themselves by an artistic vocation. "La Boheme" illustrates 
well the fate of quasi-genius. Albert Spaulding represents a 
distinct exception to the rule in achieving a great artistry. 
Comfortable circumstances did not eliminate his ambition and 
did not keep him from mastering the violin. 
It may be concluded that while the wealthy have many works 
of art in their possession, yet they do not have all of the 
masterpieces, all of the beauties of nature, nor all of the 
ability to appreciate, and little of creative ability. 
5. AMatter of Feeling Not Worthy of Study. -A final ar-
gument, directed more against the study of aesthetics than a-
gainst the beautiful, is that the study of art is useless. 
Either one has the ability to appreciate or create the beautiful 
or one does not. Such a belief might be called artistic deter-
minism. The group who maintain this position tell us that art 
is a matter entirely of feeling, emotion, and sentiment and so 
5. Parker, PA, 342. 
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utterly removed from other relations of life as to make it 
something absolutely unique, which in its extreme subjective 
form arrives at "art for art's sake." Clive Bell, high priest 
of -this clan, tells us that "the · only relevant qualities of art 
judges as art are artistic qualities."6 • The criterion for 
such judgment comes through the feeling, which may have dogmatic · 
rational accompaniment. Empirical evidence seems to contradict 
this position, for the sentiments, emotions and feelings may be 
controlled and even educated so as to produce a greater signif-
icance by intelligent direction of their powers. Moreover, 
appreciative and critical study of any work of art heightens 
its enjoyment. Rodin through a life long study of sculpturing 
was able to catch more quickly those subtle shades on a work in 
stone which yield a more thorough appreciation of the object. 
He he,d built up through long years a soul which did not respond 
to superficial emotions but caught in the depths of its own be-
ing that flow of Reality which was transmitted to him from a 
beautiful figure. 
B. Aesthetics Cannot Be Ignored. 
Aesthetics has persisted despite the elements which have 
either scoffed at, ignored, or simply neglected its value. 
There is in every heart the desire for beauty in some form. 
The urge may be slight with little or no opportunity for ex-
pression. The lack of interest can usually be traced to lack 
of opportunity rather than to lack of native capacity. The 
6. Bell, ART, 117. 
8. 
response may be to a cheap tune or a great symphony; it may be 
to a Punch and Judy show or a Shakespearean drama, but the 
field is so broad and so intimately connected with life that it 
cannot be said that the response to beauty is either abnormal 
or illusory. The seeds of appreciation of beauty may lie dor-
mant because of practical interests which force them to one 
side but they are rarely killed, t hough rarely expressed. 
1. Aesthetics and the Problem of Leisure. - One of the 
great problems of our new age is the question of what shall be 
done with time. The unemployment problem is becoming contin-
ually more acute despite temporary efforts to remedy the dif-
ficulty. The twelve hour day has been supplanted until now the 
ei~t hour Cl.ay and forty hour week are the norm. VVhat the next 
permanent step will be no one can accurately predict, but one 
may venture the opinion that from available evidence the trend 
toward shorter hours with more equitable distribution has not 
yet reached its peak. 
With the shortened hours of work which we already have and 
the possibility of even greater decrease what _is going to be 
done with the resulting free time available to the worker? For 
many there has been a recent abrupt change. "Almost over night 
the dreams of the working man and woman for shorter hours of 
labor have turned into reality. 11 7• John w. Davis looks with 
Hamiltonian skepticism at the ability of the working man to 
make proper use of his time. He predicts that the increase 
7. J. F. Steiner, N. Y. Times Mag., Sept. 24, 1933. 
9. 
of free time will lead to speedy demoralization of the worker 
and of our country. There is evidence that this may be the re-
sult. "Bowed by the weight of centuries,"8 • with the struggle 
to subdue a continent the American people have had little time 
to cultivate the arts of civilization. It may be that the firs ' 
generation of those who make so swift a change may have diffi-
culty in making the adjustment. If a program is not caref.ully 
planned for them they will drift, and few drift to constructive 
enterprises. The new generation however, if carefully educated 
may defy any notion that culture is hereditary, and move out to 
bring a civilization for themselves and by themselves, without 
the aid of spiritual or material philanthropy. 
Pleasure seeking may turn out to be the impulse by which 
v alues may be achieved. This does not necessarily mean that 
hedonism will lead to culture. It does mean that pleasure 
seekers are ones who are discontented with their present hor-
izon of interest and are continually looking for something 
which will bring them satisfaction, deepen their desires, and 
heighten their ideals. 
Recreation in the broadest sense will be employed in a 
well-planned program. Included in this will come the aes-
thetic interests, which as much as they are used will contrib-
ute to the efficacy of the program for adequate use of the 
time. The arts, including the practical as well as the fine 
/ arts, afford a breadth of interest almost unparalleled. Their 
8. Edwin Markham, "The Man With the Hoe." 
. 10. 
pursuit is one of intrinsic satisfaction, which brings imme-
diate enjoyment. Furthermore the value gained is also instru-
mental. It may be practical, as in the case of some of the 
crafts in which many useful articles are made. They will serve 
not only to be useful but decorative and beautiful as well. 
The appreciative and creative powers given a chance to expand 
through use may widen .the whole range of a person's living by 
making him more acutely conscious of the world in which he 
lives. On the verge of a .nervous disorder, he may find inter-
ests in some artistic bit of work which will prevent his mental 
disintegration. In poetry and literature there may come a 
strong moral influence without being unduly and obviously di-
dactic. · In activity there may be construction as well as dis-
sipation. This would be the aim of aesthetics in taking much 
of the leisure time of the future, to make it of positive worth 
so that life would be busy and happy and growing rather than 
idle, dull and atrophying. 
2. Shabby Living is Unaesthetic as. _ _l¥ell as Unmoral. - Our 
modern world may be characterized by three words: speed, com-
plexity, and conflict. Speed and complexity work together to 
produce one another. Their by-product is conflict. In the 
midst of an ever-changing world the individual stands with the 
hope of bringing a homogeneous principle out of heterogeneous 
circumstances. So many streams of life force attention that 
such a principle is difficult to choose, and yet every individ-
ual is interested to adjust himself to his own self, to his 
11. 
social environment, and to the universe at l arge . To follow no 
course if disaster . To select a ready-made pattern of behavior 
is fruitless, for the decision must be made as to which one to 
follow. The moralist would say that the above alternatives 
are unethical because in either case the individual would sur-
render the birthright of the use of his will. It is also un-
aesthetic . An essential element of the relation of man to his 
tota l environment is poise. Through it the individual is able 
to visualize and maintain the proper relation between himself 
and his world. Through it his life is focalized, its many 
parts being brought together in harmonious relationship; an 
essential unity in variety. The pattern cannot be static but 
is continually emerging into new forms , though its quality con-
tinues to be one of essential proportion and symmetry. Person-
ality is essentially a unity. Y.men it begins to divide some-
t h ing is radically wrong and mental disturbance begins. The 
importance of unity and harmony of the self is essentially one 
of morality, but it is also unaesthetic as well. Any form of 
shabbiness in living which lacks taste and symmetry clashes 




A. Meaning of the Aesthetic Experience. 
The term aesthetics will be used roughly to mean the the-
ory of the beautiful. "If the beautiful were a clean-cut term, 
and one yielding itself readily to an interest not to be dis-
tracted, a field of inquiry could be ea sily marked off." 1 • 
But t h is is not the case. There is a loosely knit set of prob-
lems to which the n ame aesthetics is given. It consists of 
more t han we commonly associate with the beautiful, for often 
t here lurks in the ba ckground of our minds an association of 
the beautiful as little more t han the childish conception of 
"pretty." The chief types of art may be recorded as the char-
a cteristic, the sublime, the tragic, and the comic a s well as 
t h e beautiful used in the narrower sense to mean the 11 immedia te 
2 
smoothly and wholl' pleasing." 
1. Includes Natural as Vlell as Man-made Ylorks of Art. - In 
our study works of nature as well as man-made works of art will 
be considered. The science of aesthetics does not usually con-
sider nature as within its field of inquiry because of the dif-
ficulty of studying its ever-changing mass . Nature is diffi-
cult, when not actually impossible, to clas sify and control. 
1. Flaccus, SSA, 2. 
,.... .,.. .... ~ "" r)r") Q 
- 7 
It includes the unaesthetic as well as the aesthetic. As a re-
sult the ma jority of writers on aesthetics do not treat of beau 
ty. Ruskin, Volkelt, and Lipps have been notable exceptions to 
this. Yet, in the sublime it is almost essential that nature 
b e considered, where its chief examples may be found. One can-
not deny that na ture is constantly the object of aesthetic ex-
perience. A tumultuous sea may give the sense of tremendous 
dynamic force as it beats against a cliff. A meandering river 
bed viev'led from afar gives a contour of line which is aesthet-
ically pleasing. The color of the autumn foliage makes its 
appeal to the aesthetic in man. One would venture the opinion 
t hat among the vast majority of people the nature world with 
its color, line, and form is the object of more aesthetic ex-
perience t han works of fine art. This cannot be proved, but 
points to the fact t hat nature has unique talent for satisfying 
beauty-hungry souls. 
2. Creative and Appreciative Aspects of Art. - Two types 
of aesthetic experience may be distinguished. One is the cre-
ative , the other the·~_appreciative. Neither is mutually ex-
clusive. The creative experience finds its expression when 
within the artist there comes the urge to formulate an idea in-
to one of the technical mediums, with the skill which only an 
artist c an command. Usually the expression is bound closely 
with the technique and the medium which expresses it. It is 
never an abstraction but finds its perfection when the idea 
perfectly fits the form into which it is cast. Few have the 
14. 
ability which gives them the .power to create and fewer still 
have the power and skill to present their creation in some 
tangible and permanent form. The appreciative experience is 
common to all. It is sympathetic understanding of the object 
which is presented to view. Empathy, a word coined for the 
appreciative aspect of the aesthetic experience, means the 
"feeling into 11 a work of art, 11 In a general sense it 
means a reading of inanimate nature in terms of human life and 
4. 
its attributes." Three types have been distinguished; motor 
empathy, empathy of mood and psychic empathy. 
The two types of experience are bound together, for "cre-
ation and appreciation cannot be sharply sundered ••.• 11 3 The 
appreciator creates his own unique response to a work of art. 
The creator must be an appreciator before he can create. He 
must be able to know and value those marks which make it possi-
ble fo r him to bring into existence his own particular combin-
ation of line, color, or form. To the one whose t a lent allows 
!both the creative and the appreciative experience, there comes 
·mutual enhancement as each of the aspects supports the other. 
3. Beauty Both Subjective 'and ·Ob,lective. -Beauty is both 
objective and subjective. Its comprehension is psychic for it 
takes consciousness to appreciate or create a work of art. The 
experience itself is subjective. However, the experience is 
dependent upon an object that is not itself. The object, in 
nature or in art, is the necessary stimulus; for beauty is to 
3. Flaccus, SSA, ??· 
), ..,., ~ Cl II h 11 ========~~~~~e--~ • , 
15. 
be real and not illusory. The beautiful object may take its 
form in any number of mediums. It may be a symphony, or a poem 
a sculptured stone, or a drama, but it is always necessary to 
have the object to inspire the experience. This does not mean 
t hat the object always finds its counterparts in life. The 
earliest paintings were portraits of prehistoric beasts, but 
since that time beauty has found expression in more abstract 
forms, especially in design and ornament. It is recognized 
t hat beauty is objective and that somewhere there is in the 
universe a power which sustains those values which we call aes-
thetic and which appeal to persons. The subjective element is 
very important. It has been said that one who is able to ap-
preciate a painting is as much owner of it as the one who ac-
tually owns the canvas. Tourists go each year through the 
great art galleries of Europe yet often miss what is there be-
cause they do not appreciate what they have seen. It takes the 
perfect synthesis of a great object and a sensitive subject to 
experience the heights of beauty. 
4. Significant Marks .of the Aesthetic Experience. - Sig-
nificant marks of the aesthetic experience are that it moves 
in a world of semblance, that the experience is detached, and 
that it recognizes in the object a unity in variety. Art is 
dependent upon the imagination. Poetry, literature, painting 
and other forms of fine art are more than mere reproductions 
of human life and nature. ~~t t akes the characteristics of the 
real world and forms them into pleasing or significant forms. 
16. 
It lives in a world of semblance not bound to reality but al-
lowed the free exercise of imagination. As such the experience 
may be a detached one. It may be that it is a gem apart from 
the re st of life's experience, seeming to be complete in it-
self. Few there are who have not basked in the sheer delight 
of some moment of contemplation which has appeared to lift one 
out of life's circumstances. At this moment space and time have 
lost meaning. Emotions and thoughts center on the object. The 
imagination has free play and one finds himself in the fairy-
land of delight. 
Unity is the chief mark and criterion of a work of art. 
jit will readily be seen that no one note, no one color, no bit 
of stone is by itself pleasing . Several qualities, blended 
together and synthesized to make a whole are required for aes-
thetic effect. This may be accomplished in a number of ways. 
Harmony, proportion, symmetry, and b alance are qualities of ex-
cellence which indicate the way in which unity may be pleasingl~ 
achieved. It may .be secured in any of the three following mode~. 
First, t h ere may be the harmony or union of cooperating elements. 
Secondly, there may be a balance of contrasting or conflicting 
elements. Thirdly, there may be process indicated which will 
show evolution toward an end. In various ways there are united 
around a central theme, other elements which serve to enhance 
in one manner or another the focal point of the work by forming 
a unity in variety. 
5. Suggested by Parker, PA, 86, 87. 
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5. Basically .·sensuous and Emotional, Beauty May Transcend 
to Spiritual Signific1:mce. - The aesthetic experience 
is ba sically sensuous and emotional. It is the sensory re-
ceptors which open the doors of the person to the works of art. 
It is usually through the ear or the eye, perhaps the combina-
tion of both which brings into consciousness the forms which 
produce the aesthetic experience. The response is largely emo-
tional of the vague sort that produces feelings of dovrncast, 
surge or uplift. Few sit down and coolly study a work of art. 
Even after careful analysis, the response to a work is largely 
spontaneous and without thoughtful meditation. A work of art 
I should not be condemned because it finds its communication 
through sensory media. Its significance does not necessarily 
end there. "Art, by means of its representations, while re-
maining in the sensuous sphere, delivers man at the same time 
from the power of the sensuous." 6 · A symphony may set the im-
agination soaring. A poem may point emotions to action. A 
great cathedral may send the soul to thoughts of God. Through 
sensory paths and the inspired emotional dynamic may come 
great sentiments which will be ennobling, refining, and spir-
itually perfecting. 
B. Meaning of "Moral ' Implicatiori." 
The term "moral implications" signifies those elements of 
value which have ethical significance. This judgment will be 
within the ethical field and deal with values for persons. 
Ethics, the ~cience of moral values, is designed to note what 
18. 
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desires may lead to the fulfillment of the abundant life by 
deepening the desires, and controlling conduct. It is obvious 
that there are some values which are of more worth than others. 
Some cover only limited areas of life. Such are the bodily, 
recreational and social values. Others, the intellectual, aes-
t hetic, character and religious values cover the whole of life. 
Some are instrumental, which are of value only because they 
produce other values which are of value only because they 
produce other values which are of intrinsic worth . 
1. The Intrinsic Values. - Natural and economic values 
find their place in this category. The intrinsic values are 
those which are to be desired because of their inherent worth. 
Fun, health, friendship, truth, beauty, goodness, and holiness 
are the objects of intrinsic values.7• 
2. The Moral ''Valties.- This paper is concerned with moral 
va lues, whose object is goodness. They have been called char-
acter values because when achieved they produce in the person 
who achieves them character of worth. Perfection of personalitJ 
is t h e ultimate object of goodness. 
3. The Criterion of Moral Value. - The criterion of value 
is the same as the criterion for truth. ttVilhatever is truly 
valuable must conform to the criterion of truth, i.e., it must 
be coherent within itself and in it s relation to other truth. 118 • 
It is interesting to note that the criterion of values and art 
is much the same. Coherence suggests unity in variety and 
7. Brightman, ITP, 144. 
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vice versa. Both seek for wholeness but not for sameness, em-
phasizing the relation of the part to the whole . 
4. The Interpenetration of Values. - All values interpen-
etrate. 11No values can be fully appreciated without taking in 
all other values , indeed, the whole of personal consciousness 
into account .n 9 • But the relationship between values is often 
blurred . That there is a relation between the aesthetic and 
moral values few will deny. Much controversy has raged as to 
what that relation actually is. This paper will limit itself 
to the moral values of the aesthetic experience. 




THE AESTHETIC EXPERIENCE AS I NSTRUMENTAL 
A. Catharsis. 
As h a s been said, all va lues necessarily interpenetrate. 
No one set of values takes on its full meaning until considered 
i n the light of all others. The relationship between the val-
ues of aesthetics and morals has been difficult to determine. 
we have assumed that there is a relation, however indefinite 
it may appear to be. Some of the values of beauty, intrinsic 
in themselves, have been instrumentally beneficial for morals. 
It will be the purpose of this chapter to determine what those 
instrumental values may be. The topic will be discussed under 
four heads: catharsis, sensitivity, proportion, and pedagogy. 
1. Aristotle and his Followers. - The Greek concept of 
beauty wa s synonymous with goodness. Virtue was the combinatio 
of perfection in both factors. This Socratic conception was 
held by Plato, and largely influenced Greek thought and living. 
Aristotle, with less of an artistic temperament than his 'bril-
111ant teacher Plato, also gave us a theory of aesthetics. Es-
sential in his system was his doctrine of catharsis. The drama 
h e said, was a means of giving the passions of pity and fear a 
vent, which at once cooled them and used them for an expression 
of worth. 
'' 'l'he meaning of this has been warmly debated. If 
purgation is taken in the moral sense, then Aristotle 
has relapsed into the Socratic position that art is 
not differentiated from morality. But a more plausi-
ble interpretation is that purgation is used in its 
physiological significance. This would make the 
meaning to be that the drama gives free and healthy 
discharge to the passions of pity and fe ar and t hus 
prevents emotional congestion."l. 
Doubtless Aristotle was influenced by the Socratic concept of 
beauty. There may be however, a closer relation between the 
mora l and the psychologic al than McGilvary recognizes. The 
purging of the physiological organism may be a means of bring-
ing about the change in the moral attitude. Th t s of course de-
pends upon the amount of emotional congestion to be relieved. 
It also depends upon the relationship between the body and the 
mora l power of the individual. Doubtless, the body is an in-
fluencing factor in conduct. How much is not easily deter mined 
Recent studies show t hat the endocrine glands are powerful, 
determinative agents of a person's actions. Here the sex 1m-
pulse is important, though not t h e exclusive drive by which e-
motional power is achieved. If in abnormal instances an in-
dividual stores up the passions of sensua l imaginings brought 
about by a physica l stimulus, t h en when no better adjustment 
can b e made, possibly catharsis would be of value. Purgation, 
h owever, is of little value unless ther e is congestion. It is 
a method used to relieve a clogged system. The intense dynamic 
of t he kind of art which would act as a cathartic in an abnorma 
sy stem mi ght upset t h e normally working organism by its very 
strength ·and ·i ntensity. Such intense art forms have been used 
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to bring about an emotional tension of an extraordinary degree~ 
The American Indians coaxed into flame the intense passions of 
hatred by the use of war paint, dancing, and the fast beat of 
the tom-tom to produce an abnormal physical tension in perpar-
ation for war . 
Because human life is not perfect, because in the present 
day there is such opportunity for abnormalities , it may be 
found t hat there are times when catharsis will be of ba lue. 
It c a.nnot be the ideal, nor the common-place, its use being 
kept for times of need as the least dangerous manner of ad-
justment. 
2. Modern Theories of Sublimation. - Modern theories of 
sublimation are akin to the general position held by Aristotle. 
11 Sublimation is the process by which instinctive e-
motions are diverted from their original ends and re-
directed 'to purpo~e~ ~att~fYfn§ 't6 'the individua l 
and of ·value to the community. 2. 
The instinctive emotions have their origin in the universa l 
complexes of ego, sex, and herd. Each of these is directed 
primarily toward an end which will be of biologic a l value to 
the individual. Sometimes it is not possible for those in-
stincts to pursue their normal course. Then the power of the 
emotion remains stored up because it is dynami c, but eventually 
it must find a vent. As a result, other methods of expression 
are found which will give the incli vidua l release and yet be 
satisfactory to society. 
2. Hadfield, PM, 198. 
Much art is claimed to be the result of such sublimation, 
it s motive power being derived from the ego and sex complexe s . 
The person who wears fine clothes of true beauty may have the 
ulterior motive of self display. It might not be a conscious 
effort t o call attention, but a desire which c annot be fulfille 
in its normal way may be sublimated and the person get the at-
tention wished for in this round about manner. About the sex 
complex much has been written. Prevented from normal expressio 
it finds a · vent in other forms. It may turn to art to compen-
sate for the lack of an otherwise inability to create. 
I 
There are severa l values of sublimation. It is satisfying 
to the individual, it is of value to the community, and it does 
not destroy the instinct. ~hen the powers of the instinct · are 
directed toward art it may be t hat it will furnish the motive 
power for great worlcs of fine art. 
Criticism comes against those of the behavioristic school 
of psychology, which insists thatthis urge is all that there is 
to art. They forget the pull as well as the push. For there 
is within most artists, not only the biological urge of ex-
pression, but there is the pull of an ideal. It is that ideal 
which makes the difference in the kind of a work of art pro-
duced. Physical expression alone does not account for the sub-
lety of line, color, or form. It does not account for all that 
t here is in a Rodin's "Thinker," a Brahms' symphony, or a great 
Gothic cathedral. The important thing is the end and not the 




None of the higher intrinsic values combine so well the 
emotions with life as do the v alues of beauty. The process is 
such a normal one, achieved with so little conscious effort, 
that one is not always aware of why there is such a sense of 
unity of the whole being when one comprehends a work of fine 
art. The more sensitive one's nature, the more he gains from 
life, being able to c atch those subtle shades which give zest 
to living. "Artists and thinkers are like lyres, infinitely 
delicate and sonorous, whose vibrations, awakened by each epoch, 
are prolonged to the ears of other mortals."3· So it is that by 
some works of art the emotional as well as the rational content 
is preserved in order that posterity may know the delicate vi-
brations of man's emotions. In the appreciative as well as in 
the creative aspect of art, there is a possibility that those 
faculties are so keen that they can catch the less obvious 
aspects of life may enter realms of life which are of great 
v a lue. These assumptions cannot be sharply demonstrated, but to 
those who have lived in the subtler ranges of human life know 
t here is more to life than literal demonstration. 
1. Apprec:taticJri 1to -People and to Things an Essential Mark 
of ·tbe Aesthetid. -Appreciation is essentially an aes-
t h etic quality. The ability to catch .the significance of art, 
beauty, or the quality of men is reserved for the few whose 
sensitiveness has been tuned so that it is in perfect harmony 
with the universe, or to change the figure, those who have 
3. Gsell, ART, 238. 
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focused their vision so that no detail however small does not 
a ppear on the sensitized film of their consciousness. Ethics 
and aesthetics have different functions. "The lover of goodnes 
bares his arm to toil or to strike and strains his muscles to 
stretch forward, " while "the lover of beauty opens his eyes 
to see and spreads his arms to receive." 4· The appreciative 
function is expansive, ever widening its circle of interest. 
It is not always critical, but ever reaches after beauty to 
bring satisfaction to the mind and to the emotions. It ex-
presses the longing of t he self to get beyond itself. It tries 
to make what it is not its ovm, its ovm. By appreciation the 
self can conquer all, for by appreciation it can make anything 
its own. The flowers that bloom in the neighbors' garden may 
belong to the persons who enjoy them as much as they do to the 
person who owns them. 
"But to admire is not to act"5· says Janet. Sharp answers 
• we live by admiration, hope and love' and perhaps the greatest 
beaause the most fundamental, is admiration."6 • But Janet may 
be an swered that while certainly to admire is not to act, yet 
activity is no guarantee of adequate self-realization. Action 
must have as its prerequisite, an appreciation of all the value 
of life if it is to be significant. Alone it can mean nothing. 
The combining of the rational and emotional has been re-
ferred to as an unconscious function of the aesthetic experienc • 
A work of art ·is not only a vehicle for the "stirring of tl::e 
4. Calkins, GMG. 167. 
5. Janet, T:M , 118. 
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emotions but a means to insight into them." Here the question 
may be asked as to which is prior, appreciation or knowing. 
It is difficult to understand how there can be real insight 
without sympathetic understanding. This is especially true 
with relation to works of art and to people. Even the great 
scientists are not without the appreciative quality as they 
pore over formulas, for there is the effort to understand, to 
appreciate the particular segment of this world's function 
with which they are working. 
Appreciation is essential for morals, for understanding 
of a thoroughly sympathetic sort is necessary if we are to 
judge accurately between character values. To esteem objects 
of art, by the fact of the practice of appreciation may bring 
into play the function which may carry over to the appreciation 
of men. This has social consequence. If one believes in an 
ideal world appreciation will be one of the corner stones on 
which a good life will be built. 
2. The Study of Beauty Develops the Powers of Observation. 
- Observation is essential to appreciation. To be keenly aware 
of what is going on requires an acute vision not only of the 
outer but of the "inner" senses. Such quality of observation 
is not entirely a matter of will. Some people have inherent 
within them the ability to see into what is occurring around 
them. They may have more delicate sense receptors, or better 
inner coordination ef what the sense receptors bring in. "Dis-
cernment, .or knowing, is sometimes superimposed upon feeling 
genetic priority of feeling."8 • That the feelings and emotions 
play an important part in perception cannot be doubted, but 
t hey must be directed if vre are going to be able to improve 
ob servation. Until we know definitely how the feeling s may b e 
directed so that t hey may become aware of t h e les s obvious, it 
may be well to use the method of aesthetic study to i ncrease 
perception. That we learn by doing is a max im of psychology. 
The a dvantages of the study of beauty would be two-fold. In 
t he first pla ce, t h e study is not discipline as such for there 
is no sense of obligation, as its va lues come through t h e in-
h erent interest in the study. In the second place, t h e va lues 
received are intrinsic as well as instrumental. 
3. The Moral Sense, an Unpremeditated Response, May Be 
Developed by Sensitiveness to Works :of Art. - Appreci-
a tion and observation a re prerequisites of the aesthetic sense. 
11 1!'lh en we look at a t h ing and find it beautiful we do not or-
9· din arily, a s a rule, reason out its beauty." Life i s too 
short f or us to reason out every act, and our body has been 
equipped with habit systems and that which has been ca lled the 
subcon sciou s , or the t ota l ba ckground of persona lity which 
hough not summoned in its entirety for every deci sion yet in-
luences it. In beauty there are t hree genera l stages of 
t hi h t d 10. appreci a ionw ch Piper as sugges e • The first 
f t hese is the immediate response ba sed upon common sense. 
be an intuitive like or di slike for the work of art 
(1933) 
• Robert M. Ogden, "A Definition of Aesthetics", Phil. Rev. 5 
• De Laguna , I SE, 208. 
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vrrd ch we . perceive. The response is largely emotional. In the 
second stage r ationality enters in to medi ate our choice a s we 
apply to it all possible criteri a of excellence. Fina lly, our 
response becomes a gain immediate, almost intuitive and combines 
t h e emot iona l and the r ationa l in the content of apprecia tion. 
Th ere a re great areas of beauty in which we do not get beyond 
t h e fir st stage in so f a r a s rationa l criticism is concerned. 
Our response may be wholly intuitive. But t here is a carry-
over from one work to another. It is a lso possible t hat there 
may be a strong influence upon morals. Many a decision is an 
unpremeditated response, determined by a kind of moral sense, 
which i s the crucial f actor in making choices. Aesthetic 
v a lues may l ar gely affect t h e substra tum which reveals a person 
ess ent ially as he is when he is o f f guard and his respon se i s 
spontaneous and studied. .The v alue s of beauty here combine 
with tho s e of truth and goodness to contribute to the ba ck-
ground of personality. The unique ability of art to combine 
t h e emotional and the r ationa l, g ives it great power to bring 
abou t act i on. It carries with it a dynamic sufficient to con-
vey its message. 
The distinction must be made h er e b e t we en theoretic al 
and pra ct i ca l ethics. "it is of course, one t h i ng to possess 
tra i n ed apprehen sion of wh at is noble a.nd grea t and quite an-
oth er tq possess nobility." 11 • Art teaches us little directly 
about conduct. 
11. Reid , SA. 308. 
Art's effect upon conduct is rather by affecting all 
deeds, t hrough its influence on the background of 
sentiment whi ch surrounds and colors every action, 
t h an by producing any one deed. Every deed cannot 
fail to be different because of art; it must be less 
crude, more enli ghtened, richer in significance. And 
in momentous circles, when the balance of motives 
hand even, it may well happen that some lingering 
influence from the realm of art may determine action. 
12. 
In some men's consciousness there appears to be a faculty 
of discrimination which may be called sensitivity. This is 
not dependent upon the will alone. It may operate both in 
ethics and in aesthetics. Ri ght may appear beautiful and vice 
u gly. A man of keen moral and aesthetic sensitiveness "may 
perceive emotional discords as a man of fine musical e ar may be 
sensitive to the differen ce of sound too slight to be measured 
by scientific observers."13 • Much of his action may be deter-
mined by this sensitivity. 
(S. Proportion. 
Proportion is a quality to be desired both by ethics and 
aesthetics. Life a t its best is more an art t han a science, 
and it is achieved by blending to gether many elements to make 
a whole whi ch is pleasing and of worth. The quality of ex-
cellence is determined by the relationship of the factors 
which make up the structure of life. "What has been contended 
for is that morality is a regard for all human interests in 
12. Parker, TAA, 185. "The theory of moral influence here of-
fered goes further than that of Schiller as expressed in his 
view that Beauty teac hes man no single truth and serves no 
moral and, but gives him freedom to do what he will and ought, 
yet is, after all, much the same in spirit." 
13. Stephen, SE, 323. 
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just proportion and harmony."14• This criterion is one which 
is operative in the field of aesthetics as well as in ethics. 
In its own way beauty has the power to organize as well as 
sensitize our lives. 
1. Method of Aesthetics 'Seek s Unity in -Variety. -One of 
the criteria of aesthetics is that it looks for unity in every 
object. Its excellence is not dependent so much upon the parts 
as the total effect produced. _, It is necessary that in their 
total appearance all the parts must yield to the support of 
the whole if t he work of art is to deliver adequately the 
message of t he artist. As was suggested in the chapter on 
definitions there are three ways in which proportion may be 
achieved in a work of art. The first is using harmonious ele-
ments which na turally blend together. It is the most common 
method by which proportion is achieved. In music we find tha t 
a h armonious chord is the harmony of cooperating element s . 
Change one note and instead of h armony t h ere may be disharmony 
and a total effect which is dissonance. The same sort of har-
mony may be found in line as in color. The waving lines of a 
landscape may blend into h armony. The various shades of green 
in the new leafed trees in spring become a symphony of green 
which is pleasing to the eye. Secondly, proportion may be ac-
h ieved by the balance of contrasting elements. Franz Hals in 
h is study of Hille Bobbe, the witch of Harlem, brings this a-
bout by painting t he witch to the left of t h e focal center, 




but creating balance by perching an owl on the opposite shoulde • 
Tschaikowski's March Slav achieves balance through two con-
l flicting themes. Similar is Wagner's Pilgrims' Chorus, i n 
·! which the Venusberg theme battles with the t heme which repre-
sents the right. The third method by which proportion may be 
a chieved is through evolution towards an end. One cannot 
! ) climb the front stairs of the Louvre and see the Winged Victory 
~ without feeling a kinesthetic response to the movement which 
I is indic ated there. The same may be said of Rodin's Balzac. 
There is a sense of movement, frozen into stone though it may 
be , that indicates progress . The sense of uplift which comes 
from t he heights of a Gothic Cathedral may send thoughts to 
Go d . The dance well done, and musi c artistic a lly rendered may 
so move the emotions as to bring about a sense of organized 
emotions and feelings t hrough progression to an end. 
Essential in these three methods of bringing about pro-
portion, bal ance, or unity in a work of art is the principle 
of organization which underlies them. Each is i nterested in a 
j foc a l point to which attention must primarily be given. Each 
I 
method, in its ovm way , achieves unity so that the eye or the 
ear is dravm toward t he one central dominating element. It 
t akes t h e many parts and bring s them to the attention of 
! rational-emotional responses as one. 
\ 
2. Harmony indic ates the Structure of Life, Rhythm, Its 
Sequence. - The fact that we demand symmetry and bal-
ance in a worl{ of art may indicate an attitude which t ·he ob-
I server may bring to a work of art. 11B.P. Bowne has suggested 
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that objects please us aesthetic a lly because 'the soul is 
pleased with wha tever expresses or embodies or symbolizes its 
own inner life. Regularity, symmetry, proportion, harmony , 
please because they a ccord Vli th and expres s the orderly nature 
of i n telligence. 111 15 · 
This is ideal. It suggests tha t if we acted i ntelligently 
our lives would be well orga nized. The f a ct is, however, that 
distra ct ing and conflicting elements enter in to throw this 
ideal out of balance. Intelligence is not always the con-
trolling f a ctor in our decisions. 
"A work of art •••• should enlarge and organize our emotiona~ 
16. 
life." Because works of true art are symmetric a l, b a l anced, 
and harmonious it may be that arising as a symbol of what the 
inner life is a t its best, they do in turn contribute to that 
end , and yield values of integra tion. In the contemplation of 
beauty there may come a response tha t wi ll organize the tota l 
powers of man, to give him such poise as will make his life 
more effective by reducing conflict, t h rough integration, to a 
minimum . Psychologists agree t hat most of t h e funda ment a l dis-
eases are c aused by the lack of i n tegration of a person's fac-
ulties. Menta l disease is increasing in an age of speed and 
complexity. .Poise has become a rare virtue. There is a need 
of t h e therapeutic v alue which beauty brings to the emotional 
life. 
15. Piper, Fl~, 333. 
16. Piper, FI'lli, 334. 
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Vfuat h a rmony is able t o d o for the s tructure of l ife, 
rhythm i s able to do for its sequence. Rhythm is an e ssenti a l 
element i n the unive r s e. It is found in the c ycle of t h e sea-
sons, t h e pulse of t h e h e art beat, the ebb and flo w of circum-
s t ance an d i n the d i a lectic of progres s . It is es s e nti a l to 
t h e a rts o f music, poe t ry an d the da nce. It is incorpora ted 
i n to the arts of space a s well, for architecture, sculpture, 
a nd pai n ting use p a rticula r rhythms to indicate movement. 
Rhyth m is the recur ren t accent of motion. Its elemen ts are 
s urg e and rest, a t various intervals. 
Jus t a s there is rhythm in art there is r h ythm in lif e. 
Effeci ency in life is dependent upon rhythm. The i n terva l 
may b e slow or fast but t h ere must be action a nd rest. When 
lif e become s so inten se t hat its c a dence is lost, c haos ensues. 
Man's nervous system is not a mac h ine t hat c an r un with out 
rest. There must be the rhythm of rest and work. Withou t on e 
t h ere is ultimate colla pse. Without t h e oth er, nothing is 
a c c omplish ed. The organi zation of the sequence of life is f ull, 
as i mportant a s the organization of its stru cture. Th e kines-
the t ic appe a l of rhythm is strong, a fact which probably g ave 
initia l impulse to the d ance. To hea r a r hyth m usually me an s 
t h a t whatever work is being done unconsciously f a lls i n to the 
I 
g e n era l bea t. This method h a s been used by those who have 
understood its power to bring coordina te working . "Rhyth m is 
b a s ed upon, and i n turn immensely strengt h ens, cooperation." l7 
17. Dewey and Tufts, ETH, 45, 46. 
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Among the early Egyptians and Chinese rhythms incorporated into 
chants brought all the men into unified effort. Once in the 
"swing" the work was more effectively done. The negroes of our 
ovm country have had va rious songs, the rhythm of wh ich has 
been born out of the cotton picking and hence contributed towar< 
it. 
Because rhythm i s so spontaneously and quickly felt, it 
h a s great pow~r as a therapeutic agent. mLen one rhythm of 
life has been too fast, or there have been too many misbeats 
to t hrow the function of life into conflict, the integra ting 
movements of the dance may bring relief to tired nerves. 
Chamber music, besides its own intrinsic work a s art, may be 
t he i n strument to relax and help a person gain poise. Further-
more, one may so identify himself with a work of art t hat he 
will forget himself, lost in t he contempla tion of something 
that enables him to forget self and problems. Rhythm, however, 
is not always slow. As its tempo increases, it ca .. rries with 
it the urge to faster and increased activity. The b a lance of a 
person's life may lean to the lack rather than a surplus of ac-
tivity. In such an instance a f a ster rhythm mi ght bring about 
a greater efficiency. 
The chief value of art as a rhythmic agent is tha t out of 
t h e various rhythms of life, the artist may c at dh various tempoe 
and cast them into some permanent form. Vfuat comes out of life 
may return to it, symbolized and beautified, to contribute 
toward keeping the life healthy, both biologic ally and spirit-
uallv. 
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3. Taste and Fitness Determinative -in Choices. -Taste is 
the discrimination between that which is fitting and that 
wh ich is not. In our discussion of tastes we are immediately 
dependent upon fitness. Fitness may have two general meanings. 
First, an obJect may be said to be fit for a g iven purpose. If 
it serves its purpose well then it is fit. Secondly, it may 
be fit in the sense that some things "belong together" and some 
t hing s do not. Congruity is the mark of fitness in this second 
meaning , though it will readily be seen that the t wo are not 
mutually exclusive. 
Experimentally we have found that some colors "clash." We 
do not use a combination of two clashing colors, in dress or 
decoration because it offends the taste of anyone who is color-
sensitive. Fechner in his experimental aesthetics found that 
t he Golden Section ratio of 21:34 was the most desired of any 
plane ratio. Taste had determined this ratio long before its 
results had been recorded scientifically. We do not sit dovm 
and c alculate what is going to be artistic and beautiful. But 
h en a work of art appears before us and we see or hear it we 
ave a secondary sense which tells us that it is either fit or 
nfit, apart from the standard norms for beauty. 
A vast number of our moral perceptions are of this 
secondary kind. They deal with directly felt fitness 
between things, and often fly in the teeth of all the 
prepossessions of habit and presumptions of utility. 
The moment you get beyond the coarser and more common-
place moral maxim, the Decalogue and Poor Richard's 
Almanac, you fall into schemes which to the eye of 
common sense are fantastic and over-strained. The 
feeling of inward dignity of certain spiritual atti-
tudes, as peace, serenity, simplicity, veracity; and 
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the others, as querulous, anxiety, egotistic fussines s 
etc. are quite inexplicable except preference of the 
ideal attitude for its own pure sake. The nobler 
thing tastes better, and that is all t hat we can say , 
'Experience' of consequences may truly teach us that 
things are wicked, but what have consequences to do 
with what is~ and vulgar? Al_ the sublties of 
the moral sensibility go much beyond what can be 
ciphered out from the 'laws of association', as the 
delicacies of sentiment possible between a pair of 
lovers go beyond such precepts •••• as are printed in 
manuals of social form.l8. 
Psychologists assure us that the majority of decisions 
are not made on rationa l grounds. However, this does not mean 
t hat they disparage rational choice. On t he contrary, were 
rationality to enter into guide our choices more t han it does, 
just so in equal proportion the world would be better to live 
in. Yet if the total attitude of mora l response and the taste 
could bedeveloped so tha t choices would be refined, noble, har-
onious and proportioned, the result would be of great va lue. 
This t h e aesthetic experience may develop. It educ ates taste. 
Through the contemplation and study of a great work of art the 
owers of discrimination may be developed. There are t hose 
ho tell us that the taste must be educated, pointing to the 
that while we are not all fortunate enough in having been 
orn with the na tura l ability to judge between qualities, that 
it may be developed. William Lyons Phelps tells ~f his experi-
ence of symphony concerts. The first one found him thoroughly 
It was not long , however, before he was an ardent ad-
irer of t he symphony, obta ined intrinsic worth and enjoyment 
·rom each concert and was able to exhibit a keen discrimination 
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Wnen a motorist drives through a section of the city's 
' park system on his way home instead of going through t he slum 
section, his taste is directly influencing his choice. Or it 
may b e the whole response attitude may b e influenced by the 
sensitive appreciation of beauty, so toning a person's delicate 
feelings as to give them an important place in the moral dis-
crimina.tions which he makes. 
D. Pedagogy 
The meaning of life is so elusive that any ro ad which 
1lead s to its understanding is readily seized upon. Today the 
moralist is in disrepute and represented as one who wants only 
a narrow life. There are t ho se who see only the narrowing a s-
pect without realizing t hat to deepen at some points means 
the narrowing of other s . In t his h edonistic world t hose people 
a re content to obey the immediate impulse without the mediat ion 
f t hought or ideals, t he moralist is looked upon as petty and 
irrelevant. Furthermore, some morali sts have had specia l 
systems to present, whose ulterior motives have been so ob-
rious as to prevent their effectiveness as a guide to action • 
. s a result many are turning to beauty as the way by which 
hey may find ultimate meaning in life. This does not de-
rease beauty's own intrinsic worth as it takes on an instru-
function. It broadens its scope with the view to com-
, unicate truth and va lues. 
1. Beauty a Unique Method of C~mmunic ation. - Beauty h a s 
ts own unique method of communication. Its met hod is not one 
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f conscious teaching. "The artist iB never a preacher or 
,19. 
eacher--he is just a sharer.• · Yet t h is sharing may bring 
.bout results which would indicate a kind of teaching. Vlhat is 
, eant , is that the primary function of art is not one of teach-
ng . Yet t here are some t hings wh ich c an never be t au ght by 
rose ·which are easily communic able in poetry. There are areas 
f life in which art is the only method of communicat ion and 
ther areas vrhere art is the best medium of instruction. Nor 
ust we forget the primacy of art as a method of communic a tion. 
1Art was , in fact, the first instructress of the people. 1120. 
1 t c ame before language, or rather it was the first l anguage. 
I ne has but to examine the hieroglyphics of ancient Egypt and 
Aexico to find that language was at first a picture l anguage. 
has the power not only to communic ate general inspiration 
a lso to impart definite information, which despite its 
ifficulty of expression in l anguage carries a precise meaning. 
onfronting a work of art for the second time usually brings 
recurrent sen sa tions and perceptions and the associa-
ll ions of previous contemplation, and manifests the same ex-
~licit message as before. As t he imagination plays with its 
bject, it may blossom out and new associa tions may be made. 
mes sage, however , will remain. One of the essential 
riteria of a work of art is that it must present one focus. 
he organizing ability 
~eferred to in another 
II ~9 . Patrick, ITP, 433 . 
0. Hegel , IPFA 133. 
of beauty on the emotional life has been 
section. It is significant here. It 
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focalizes attention and the emotional response empathetically, 
and brings scattered thoughts and emotions to a synthetic 
whole. Its method here is fortunate for by sharing and teach-
ing , by drawing the attention it pulls rather tb an pushes. 
2. The Aesthetic Exnerience is Convincing and Attractive. 
- It has been said tha t the truth always hurts. There are also 
times when the truth appears very unattractive so tha t unless 
one i s guided by strong ideals, it would be normal upon the 
basis of the presentation of truth to do the opposite because 
of the manner in which it is presented. Yet it is possible to 
make even revolutionary ideas, contrary to our own notions, so 
alluring and convincing that truth will triumph over prejudice. 
To be accepted and acted upon truth must be attractive as well 
as logic ally conclusive to the majority of people. We mi ght 
wish this were not so, The emotional elements which move people 
are extremely difficult to control. Beauty has the power not 
only to carry a message but also the power to carry its own 
convincing argument with it. We may be rationally convinced 
that sexual immorality leads to eventual dissatisfaction. Yet 
there is nothing that can more quickly point out what happens 
1uo a person in such circumstances than to view Rodin's The 
bld Courtesan . A spectacle such as t b is not only is convincing 
I put inhibits action which would le 8 d to similar dissipation. 
3. It May Be Actually Redemptive . - Beauty has powers of 
Jommunication which indeed are unique. When all other methods 
p.ave failed to provide a person with a belief in the worlo. in 
I 
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which he lives and to give him an attitude of faith toward itt 
it may be that beauty will be the source of his redemption. 
There are those, who without opportunity to develop their moral 
and intellectual powers, have let their lives level off to crass 
biologic al existence. Moralizing of the preaching type does not 
always help in the process of redemption. It is as difficult 
to break through into their consciousness as it was for Ann 
Macy to bring the world to Helen Kellar who was blind and deaf. 
Due to the fact that beauty is primary as a method of communi-
cation and also that it probably has never been used on them as 
a method of instruction, it may act powerfully and effectively 
as a redemptive influence. 
Charles Chapin, famed and heartless editor of the New York 
Vorld was a driver, cruel and brutal with his men who had great 
Fof him. His disposition finally claimed the life of hie 
wife whom he killed in a fit of anger . He was sent to Sing Sing ~n the hospital he gave up all hope of life. Life had been 
emptied of its content for him. He was given the opportunity 
[l o do something constructive. He decided that he would like to 
make over the prison yard, which was a drab, unattractive area. 
Before he had finished his work, there were beds of roses and a 
~arden of real worth. Through this experience Chapin became a 
~hanged man. 
I do not claim that flowers reform men, nor that rose 
reformed Chapin. But they gave him a new perspective 
•...• Men gathered around the shrubbery and the garden 
spots and stood for hours. Vmat did they see there? 
Life talking to life. God's message to man. 21. 
)1. Lawes, TTYS, 232. 
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Perhaps it is no accident that those who come from the slums 
where morality and intellectuality are at low ebb, have no op-
portunity for the beautiful things of life to help them in the 
process of refining their naturee. 
Art's ch ief purpose is h a rdly one of redemption. But one 
of its essential by-products is tha t of pointing out t h e meaning 
of l t fe to persons who have lost it. Garritt expresses this 
sentiment well. 
nit t h is theory holds that art aims essential ly at 
either pleasure nor e d ification, but tha t we are better, more 
uman, less brutal beings , for tha t aesthetic exercise in which 
e lea rn what t h e world of man's spirit, apart from our partic-
lar desires and convenience, really is." 22. 
4. Civilization Follows where t h e Great Creative Geniuses 
Lead. - Civilization follows where the grea t creative 
geniuses have led. The discovery of truth usually me a ns the 
reaking of traditional bonds of t h ought. Creativity in art is 
b e ability to discover something new or to find a new associ-
tion for someth ing well known and cast it into significant 
orm. 
It is chiefly the creative artist, the poet, who 
contributes sugg estive speech to the pro~pective ethos. Homer 
reated for the Greeks not only their gods but t heir men, the 
reeks themselves •.• And everywhere the poets are the grea test 
rea tive minds, they set before men the idea ls visualized in 
a lpable form ••• How the artist f a shions them remains his se-
ret •••••.. This aristocracy of birth connects the aesthetic 
iision with the seriousness of the ethica l struggle. In the roping of the spirit from a g e to a ge t h e universal moving ower is the discerned and envisaged ideal. For wi'thin limits f actual possibility the astonishing fact is t~ls, t bat in the ng run man always becomes what he wills to be. ;;. 
2. Burgum, NC, 29. 
3 . Hartman, ETH, Vol. II, 327, 328. 
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One of the grea t values of Christianity has been its ability to 
symbolize the meaning of life. As a result of its concretion 
of t h e ideal life it has had greater following t h an . t he more 
abstract t heories could possibly secure. 
In this creative process, the lover of beauty has the ad-
vantage over the mora list. In ethics, existing values are 
weighed and measured f or their values to men. In aesthetics 
the mind operates in a world of semblance . No one is immediate-
l y injured if a mistake is made, but if the poet discovers ro me 
bi t of truth and casts it into beautiful expression, h e draws 
t h e world after him. 
5. Art as Didactic. - We have said that the prime purpose 
of art was not tha t of teaching. However, there are instances 
when a work of art may be the best medium for the expression of 
some principles . Among the Eng], ish, according ,.to · Jeremiah 
Bascom Reeves, the most popula.r form of pqetry is hymnody. 
Hymn-singing combines to a rema rkable degree a number of values . 
The religious, moral, soci a l, and aestheti c are blended to-
gether . It is little wonder tha t Luther and Wesley placed high 
l
v a lue upon the influence of hymns in bringing about t heir ref-
orma tions. Dr. George Croft Cell says, "The vital spirit of 
the Wesleyan Reforma tion lives on much more effe ctively in 
Tharles 1 Wesley's hymns than in the sermons and organizing of 
Joh n Wesley. 11 
Furthermore, it would be difficult to estimate the impor-
t ance of Milton's Paradise Lo st and Dante's Divine Comedy upon 
the popular religious thinking of their day. Expressed in 
poetry, symbolism, and beauty of expression these work s c a rried 
a message more vitally t h an any litera l d iscourse on the subject 
could have clone. 
Chi l dren may be taught with pictures long before they a re 
ab le to read . One does not need to tell a child about mother 
love if one has a print of Th e Sistine Madonna by Raphael 
whi ch he c an see. 
Usua lly a fine piece of art will not lose its eff ective-
ness by being used for didactic purposes, if its true meaning 
is intrepreted . If the a rt has b e en d istorted obviously f or 
t h e purpose of teaching , then it fails to come within the cri-
terion of what fine a rt ought to be, and probably it h as lost 
its tea ching ability a s well. All grea t works of art tea ch ; 
some, h owever, c a r r y more of a mora l message t han other s . 
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C H.APTER FOUR 
THE AESTHETIC EXPER I ENCE AS I NTRINSIC 
A. Th e Universality of t h e Expe rience. 
Add eo_ to t h o s e qu a lities of beauty which h a ve instrumenta l 
moral implic a tions t h ere a re a reas of Rea l i ty in which the in-
trinsic qualities of beauty and goodnes s blend so tha t it is 
d iff icult to d i s tinguish between them except in abstrac t ion. 
It will b e t h e purpose of t h is chapt e r to point out t h e a es-
t h etic e xperience a s intrinsic and show how, in so me of its 
aspect s , it is a lso mora l. 
1. Th e Va lue of Det a chment. - Th e a pproach of art t o life 
is on e of s emblance a n d deta chment. It does not pre su me to 
pre s en t literal f a ct s . It s l a n guage is a l ways fi gura tive. It 
may conform or be a t o dd s with t h e norma l flux of life, for 
"th e menta l a ttitude by wh ich we a ppreh end Gr detect b eauty 
is not the same as t hat in which we become aware of goodne s s ..•. 
11. Th e f ormer is admira tion simply, t h e latter approval.' Bec au s ~ 
it usu a lly does not dir~ctly inspire a ction but r a t h er a d d s to 
that tot a l patt e rn of life wh ich become s the deter mina tive fac-
tor in our l ives, it is of utmost importance. The respon s e to 
ro e auty c annot ever be one o:f tota l det~chment, for it i nvolves 
t h e interpenetration of othe r v a lue s . Comple te deta chmen t of 
cour s e would prevent understa nding . It is use d here rela tively. 
1 Sorlev 1\_ffVTG '1 1 '12 
Art h a s its own special abstraction which is in a sense 
unreal, but essential ly significant for life. Bec ause it is in 
a measure detached , it may be able to give life perspective , 
lift it out of the narrow circumstances of its own existence, 
to g ive it rest, relaxation, and poise. 
"The very n a ture of the a esthetic attitude which 
induces a pleasure entirely free from self-interest 
in the n a rrow sense, makes it an adjustment of the 
organism which is extremely commendable from the 
standpoint of ethics."2. · 
Forgetting self wh ich may stand in the way of adjustment, t h e 
ind ividua l ma y rise above vanity and pettiness, and ad just to 
an i d e a l rather than making an adjustment of mere conf ormity. 
If the c har acter is strong , he will not remain forever in es-
cape and detachment from life in the contemplation of art and 
beauty . Once refreshed and strengthened, he ma y return to the 
practical affairs of daily life and incorporate into t h em the 
vision of h a rmony, proportion, and balance whi ch he has c a ught 
in the aesthetic experience. The ae sthetic experience not only 
points to what this adjustment mi ght be, but also it c a rries 
with it the motive power to make its achievement possible 
through its intrinsic pull of attractiveness . 
2. Transcends Race, Creed and Nationality. - A significant 
mark of the ae sthetic experience is its universality. Beauty 
is able to surmount;. the barriers set up by the practical in-
terests of mankind. Race, nationa lity, and creed may be trans-
cended by the universal aesthetic experience. Music has been 
c a lled the universal language . The othe r fine a rts bridge the 
2. Langfeld , ESA, 104. 
barriers which separate men from one another. Statesmen may 
clash over business interests and material prosperity, but 
when Albert Schweitzer plays the organ in Paris, the f act that 
he is German is forgotten. The black skin of Roland Hayes makes 
little difference when he begins to sing. Each race or nation 
may produce beauty according to its own norms and by its ovm 
techniques. But the ideal of proportion, harmony, and balance 
are always dominant. Such detachment as art may have, however, 
does not free it from the influence of geography, climate, and 
social customs. Great art always finds its roots in the materi-
al resources of the locality where it is created. But tha t 
Ia lone never expla ins it. Marble and a sunny climate do not 
tot a lly explain the Partheonon, though they contribute much to 
its understanding. Added to this there is the transcending 
element which is the artist's genius, the casting of materials 
into consummate expression. There is in such art the great un-
iversal appeal simply because personalities have been so con-
structed as to be sensitive to beauty. 
B. Beauty as a Unique and Autonomous Approach to Reality. 
The aesthetic experience is unique and autonomous. No 
possible combination of any of the other values will yield the 
true aesthetic response. 
The characteristic of the spiritual va.lues--for ex-
ample, the aesthetic--is t heir self-evident autonomy, 
their perfect self-sufficiency and their independence 
of all wider perspectives.3· 
If beauty is to be understood, it must be appreciated in its 
3. Hartman, ETH, Vol. II, 28. 
own terms and forms and judged by its own criteria •. This does 
not mean that in the background of experience of every person 
creating or appreciating art other values have no place. It 
does mean that, marked off from other values, there is a special 
field we call the aesthetic which is unique. 
"Beauty appears to be •••.• an object that yields pure satis-
faction when clearly apprehended." - 4· Its value is intrinsic. 
Objectively sustained, it is possible through beauty to approach 
Reality. Through the aesthetic experience one may glimpse its 
character and determine ultimate meanings in the universe. 
Combined with the evidence of sense experience and other value 
experience one is able to gain a coherent view of the whole. 
Without the beauty experience, one whole segment would be omitte~. 
Through the door of beauty, despite its vagueness and individu-
ality, there may come the ultimate vision of the meaning of life 
which might be almost akin to the mystical experience. To those 
whose natures particularly respond to beauty, this may be the 
dominant mode by which life finds its ultimate meaning; and the 
pursuit of beauty, the road which best leads to its goal. 
c. one of the Four Aspects of Reality, Objectively Sustained 
by a Personal God. 
Beauty, with truth, goodness, and holiness constitute the 
higher intrinsic values. All intrinsic values are necessarily 
personal consciousness yet they must be objectively sustained 
if they are to be more than illusory. Only a conscious person 
could create values, as only conscious person can understand 
4. Mackensie, ECP, 299. 
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hem. It seems likely that these values are sustained by a 
ersonal God, who has power enough to create and increase them. 
hrough the experience of these -values we are able to glimpse 
t least a minimum view of the nature of the Divine Life. God, 
owever, is not limited to what we . know of Him in this way for 
here are probably other whole areas of value of which we know 
as yet. 
In practical life we find all va lues in interpenetration. 
experience is not totally moral though it may be essentially 
ood, but always with a background of a combination of other 
alues. A grea t work of art must be true certainly, and if it 
rises out of slovenly morals, it probably will be detected and 
, ot shown to be grea t art when judged from aesthetic standards. 
by means of our abstractions t hat we are able to dissect 
interpenetrating values and think a bout them separately. 
ut a lways in the practical reason we h ave emphasis on one set 
f values rather t han a distinct cleavage between them. Just 
vhat t h e distinct rela tion between va lues is has not been com-
1 let ely determined. There are times when one set of va lues 
I ome s into conf lict with another. In a g iven instance art may 
ay express, while in the same instance morals will say repress. 
t other times a grea t work of art may a t once express perfect 
~arm which at once will inspire virtue. To the finite mind 
h ere must always be a parti a l understanding of the problem. 
n "a finite life ••..• a life of compromise, t here may arise a 
onflict between the pursuit of beauty and say, the pursuit of 
truth or any other object o:fl moral endeavor." 5· As a result 
emphasis is given to the field of study we know most about. 
In our da ily life t h e practical, which is the most immediately 
real to the majority of people, receives greatest attention. 
1Th e hi gher spiritual values, especially those of aesthetics, 
I 
are g iven much less study, and as a result are often misunder-
stood. 
The solution to the problem appears to be that in the life 
of God e a ch of the v a lues receives its proper signi f ic anc e in 
h armony with the other v alues, in such a way as to give mutual 
support and enhancement to each other and tha t as we increasing-
[Ly i nvestigate the fields we will more and more uncover this 
rf"el a t ionship. 
~· Garritt, TB, 7. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
OTHER I MPLIC ATIONS 
A. Aesthetics and the Building of Personality. 
1. A Part of t h e Complete Human Experience . - The aes-
thetic experience is of the greatest va lue for personality. 
The experience is not eas ily determined because it is dependent 
~pon the "rela tion between t wo v ariables--the human organism 
and the object (of beauty)." 1 · The i nfluence which aesthetics 
ext ends to personality then l argely depends upon the tempera-
ment of t h e i ndividual. There are those i ndividuals VIhose sen-
sitivities are not a s well attuned to beauty as others. It is 
also true t hat t here are few so insensitive to the v al ues of 
the aesthetic experience that t hey would not be benefited bya 
greAt er study and pursuit of the beautiful. Just as beauty is 
one of the essentia l elements of Reality so it is an es sential 
part of the complete human experience of one who i s trying to 
live more effectively and in better adjustment to the universe 
of vrh ich be is a part . To leave out b eauty is to leav e out 
someth ing wh ich will make a man less t h e k ind of a man he oue:,l·: t 
to be. 
2. Li fe Dependent Upon Both Sets of Values. - Tho se compe-
tent in both morals and ae sthetics indica te t hat the fulfillment 
1. Langfel d , ESA, 108 
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f the possibilities of personality we a re no less dependent 
pon aesthetics t han upon morals. 
"A 
For though one may not be at one and the same time 
and the same object, both aesthetic and mora l, one 
may none the less be a lover of beauty and a lover 
of good. The grea t figure of Tolstoi, consummate 
artist and intrepid moralist, clearly states t h is 
truth. 2 • 
few people have an inborn love for every manifestation of the 
e autiful; 113 · but it is also true that those who go deep in one 
ield usually have vacant spaces in other fields of value. It 
ppears h owever, that p ersonality is of grea t e r v a lue and finds 
reater satisfaction in the pursuit of the s oal of life if the 
a lues of beauty and morality find their way into harmonious 
~nd active relationship within the individual. The mutual sup-
ort of 8.11 v a lues find s its true manifestation not in abstrac-
ion but in the living of persons. 
3. The Artist and Morals. - The relation of the artist 
o morals is a perplexing one. Popular notoriety pa ints the 
rtist as one who is loose in his a clherence to mora l standard s. 
b e en explained upon the grounds that an artist is i:ri-
e rested only in expression and not in repression. But the 
allacy of t hi s as a total psycholo gic a l explanation is hardly 
r ufficient when it is rea lized that to express in any one 
l hannel mean s the repression of a ll others and the sole atten-
ion and effort placed on but one object of attention~~the v~rk 
f art to be produced. It is true that the artist in his effort 
to evade the mob mind and live his life as an individua l may 
• 
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defy certain moral standards. This is especially true in re-
gard to sex looseness, which uhtil recently has been taboo a-
mong moralists. Latin quarters of the great cities are noted 
for their Bohemian morals. However, the aesthete may be sen-
sitive to gentleness, graciousness, sympathy, delicacy and 
against grossness of the type whi ch much popular morality 
would vindicate. Another consideration is tha t t here are real 
artists and those who only assume the outer forms o.f artistry. 
Eccentric clothes do not make the artist any more than the ad-
_erence to the form of religion makes a man r eligious. P~d 
hile moral flabbiness among the artists cannot be defended it 
ust also be borne in mind that it is the sensitive soul of t h e 
artists and poets wh ich sensitizes the soul so that mora l stand-
ards may be increasingly higher and more refined. It is safe 
o say t hat the majority of the great artists, poets, and 
have been as essentially moral as any other class of 
eople • 
• Beauty and Morals Unite in Reli gion. 
Reli gion unites aesthetics and ethics in a unique and ap-
ealing way. The full religious life consists of t wo clief ele-
Fents, the mystical, which through worship, prayer and revela-
b ion, finds what God's will is; and the prophetic which is con-
erned with the putting of God's will into action. The mystical 
f inds in beauty great value and uses it more than it does the 
r thic al while in the prophetic the opposite emphasis obtains. 
18ut the full religious life c annot neglect either of these two 
ssential elements if it is to be true religion. 
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It is obvious tha t worship becomes more possible for some 
people when inspired by aesthetic conditions. If it h ad hot 
been so we would not have had the architectural wond ers of the 
Parthenon, or the Gothic structures, which were built not only 
to honor deity but to facilitate the act of worship. Wh ile it 
is true that the aesthetic tends to be of more v a lue to the 
mystic a l piety than to the prophetic it does not exclusively 
minister to the mystical. Just as the Catholic Church embodies 
~ore pageantry and color in its service than does the Protestant 
just tn the same way does the former represent the mystical and 
the latter the prophetic in_religion toda y. James, upholding 
the value of beauty in reli g ion says, 
The latter Catholicism offers so much richer pas-
turage and shal1e to the fancy, has so many cells 
with so many kinds of honey, it is so indul gent in 
its multiform appeals to human n a ture, t hat Protes-
tantism will ~lways show to Catholic eyes, a lmshouse 
physiognomy. • 
1with the splendor of uplifting architecture, suitable music, 
fine costumes, and chaste l angu age, th e re is a web of g lory 
spun that sweeps one upward toward mystical heie-)lts. "Surely 
if man's spirit could take wing above the earth, it would be 
under t b ese conditions."5· The danger of beauty in worship 
is expressed by the iconoclast when he finds that the symbols 
of worship, made to be instrumenta l for rea ching God, become 
~ntrinsic. 
p. Is Ethics or Aesthetics Supreme? 
Is ethics or aesthetics supreme? Both fields of value 
4. James. VRE, 461. 
5. Leuba , GOM, 327. 
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have their autonomy· and uniqueness, yet they also interpene-
trate. Which is to have first place in the loyalty of Man? 
From Hegel's point of view it seems evident tha t the aesthetic 
takes preference. includes beauty but not ethics in t he 
Absolute Mind. Goodnes s , in the Infinite, seems to be resul-
tant from the idea of harmony. But there .are those who have 
held that the good takes metaphysical priority over the aes-
thetic. Plato's chief contribution to philosophy, his theory 
of ideas, is essenti a lly an ethical metaphysics. Reality for 
him, was the highest good. Christian thought presents a God 
who if nothing other, is supremely good. Of all the attributes 
which Christians assign to God none is so important. God would 
not be God if he were not primarily good. Harmony is the re-
sult. of His p;oodness, as conflict results from evil. The 
Kanti an philosophy makes ethics superme. 
Possibly the solution to our p roblem lies between the 
two points of view. One t h ing seems certain. Both beauty and 
goodness are closely interrealted in the life of God. v~~ich is 
prior or more important we c annot say. But t bere is ind icated 
a close relation between these two gre a t sets of v alues, f a r 
grea ter t han ordinarily realized. To man with his emotional 
compunctions, urged and prodded by the practical, he moves above 
t h em to first t h e moral, t h en to the true, and the beautiful. 
Aesthetics in the long run gives very little in the way of prac-
uica l compunction. Yet,---"supremely to the appreci a tive 
55. 
3tudent, art is for life's salt:e."6 · It helps for form ideals, 
Jo grasp an idea of what the perfect life of beauty , harmony , 
~nd proportion really is. Essentially great living is more an 
~rt t han a business or science. For the idealist aesthetics 
~ust always go hand in hand with morals. In life, as mortals 
ive it, there seems to be antithesis between the formation of 
dea ls and their practice. At one time we may place the em-
::Jhasis upon beauty and let our imagination soar into s peculat ion 
as to what t h e world mi ght be like in its ideal form. Another 
11-'ime effort may be expended to make the world more like our 
deal, wLich involves an emphasis upon morals. 
I . I Just what relation b eauty and goodness are to as sume in an 
nd. ividual life will depend l argely upon the person concerned, 
1is temper ament, his willingne s s to s e e the needs of his own 
3oul and t hose of his fellow-men. If he is to find full sat-
sfa ction in life he cannot neglect either set of values. Some-
•)ne has said thatthis world n eeds, not so much more idealism, 
Jut a greater adherence to the idealism v1e already have. Pos-
~ i bly there is another s e t of va lues wrJich must be drawn in to 
F-urnish the motive power and give greater signific ance to art 
~d morals. I refer to the va lues of religion. By uniting 
uh e motive power vihich runs the universe with ideals of har-
r
ony, the mora l problem may have new power. To consider beauty 
~ s a part of the Infinite life, is to give it compelling power 
n t he formation of idea ls which are f a r reaching. 
). Griggs, PA. 325. 
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Whatever may be the solution to the problem, it remains 
then , l argely, an individual one. To neglect decision is to 
do serious injustice to oneself. To yield to the impulse of 
adheren ce to but one set of values is to limit unnecessarily 
one's persona lity. The solution may come in the finite life as 
a compromise. But each person mue t consciously or unconscious-
ly d irect his life into one emphasis or another. 
57. 
SUMMARY 
The moral values of the aesthetic experience may b e sum-
marized under three heads, roughly following the last three 
chapters. 
Instrumenta lly, the mora l implications a re c hiefly psy-
pholog ic a l and emotional . Catharsis purges the emotiona lly 
pverloaded. The sensitiveness to things and to people is dev e l-
pped by the experience and does so by c a tching the deeper emo-
tCional responses. The mo r a l sense, an unpremedit a ted response, 
nay b e developed in developing the ·whole organism to resp ond to 
~ituations upon a hi gher level. Ta stes a nd appreci a tion are at 
'-'heir founda tion founded upon emotions, which ma y be refined and 
~duc ated by the aesthetic experience. Proportion and h a rmony 
phow the structure of wh a t l ife 's pattern may be. Rhythm shows 
ts sequence. As a uni que method of communic a tion b e auty is 
)rimar y . The first l a n gu a ge was p icture language . With its 
_ni versa l appe a l and attractiveness the a estheti c can gain at -
_,ention and hold a ttention to tea ch its lesson while some of 
_,he mora l and i n t ellectua l principles are of such a sort as to 
)ring about instinctive di slilce on the part of many people . 
Intrinsically, the aesthetic experience g ives us insight 
nto Reality. It shows us an ultima te idea l by which we may 
uide our lives. It indic a tes tha t beauty is universal, over-
oming the practica l b a rrier s wh ich sepa r a te creed, r a ce, class 
and nationality. If a n individual sets h is goal to live a 
beautiful life , it would immedi ately involve his being true , 
g ood a nd holy a s well asb eautiful. This ind ica tes tha t n o 
vs.lue c a n stand a lone except in abstra ction, but t hat emphasis 
may be placed upon one or another . Since life is more an art 
t h an a business or scien ce, it mi ght well be t hat t he i deal of 
ma king life be gutiful is t h e mo s t worthy motive. One o f its 
grea t adv ant ages of beauty over goodness is tha t it c a rries 
much of lts own motive povver, with it s me ssage. 
The oth er impl i cations which were d iscussed a re t wo; t h e 
val ue of the aesthetic exper i ence for persona lity, a n d t h e 
uni t y of beauty and goodness in relig ion. The first seems ob-
vious for our entire discussion has centered about the v a lue 
fo r emotions and for idea ls. But on ly selves h ave emotion s 
and only person s c a n have ideal s . Personal experi ence is poor 
indeed if it f a ils to include the aesthetic experience. One 
whole segment of experien ce is moved if it is t aken away . The 
~nion of b eauty and goodness in relig ion sh ows the probable 
prima cy of relig ion over b oth goodness and beauty. Goodn ess 
and beauty mean the most when they a re considered in t he light 
of t h eir coherent and universal ad justment of t h e individu a l 
rto his universe. It may be t h rough mora l and aesthetic ex-
~erience the person will find the gates to t h is ultimate Rea lity 
!Which we call God. But until t h ese v a lues are viewed in their 
ob j ective relationsh ip they have less effectiveness for living. 
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Is ethics or aesthetics supreme? Both have their autonomy 
and both are in a measure dependent upon one another. There is 
no answer for all because of the variability of human nature 
and temperament. ~~ich set of values is to take precedence in 
a man's life is contingent upon the ind ividual. Its an swer 
wi ll be one of emphasis rather than the elimination of one 
field. To remove t h e influence of beauty in a men's life is 
seriously to cripple the possibilities of his personal ity. Th e 
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